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Yamamoto Narahiko

Yamamoto Narahiko is a player character played by Villainouskangaroo.

Yamamoto Narahiko

Species & Gender: NH-33 Female
Date of Birth: YE 38
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Soldier

Rank: Santo Hei
Current Placement: Ketsurui Zaibatsu Facility

Preferred Plots:

YSS Sakishima1.
YSS Heartbreaker2.
YSS Aeon3.

Physical Description

Standing at the standard 5'3“, Narahiko has the appearance of an attractive human female - BWH
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36-24-36 - with smooth skin and no freckles. Her skin color is a light purple (Mauve/Mallow), and her hair
is jet black and comes down to her shoulder blades. As well, she possesses the ears and tail that give her
species their distinct appearance. The hair on both is the same color as that flowing down behind her: jet
black, with the exception of the tips being a silvery-white color. Her hands are similar to most humans:
four fingers, one thumb, and small.

Personality

Narahiko is young, and curious, but this is tempered by her training and programming to identify easily
with her culture. The result is a courteous, polite, and naively honest soldier who lets their curiosity take
the better of them in more situations than should be strictly appropriate. Unerringly optimistic, Narahiko
prides herself on getting back up after failure and determinedly trying again at every task and
opportunity. Narahiko is constantly talking, stopping short of topics that are impolite or imply over-
familiarity with the other participants – exceptions being her curiosity taking the better of her judgement.

Narahiko's relationships this early in her life often revolve around someone's authority over her, or the
amount of curiosity she holds for things they do, and their past experiences. Toward her superiors she is
hard-working, loyal, and professional. Toward her peers or random strangers, she is inquisitive, polite,
and warm. With her friends, she is too often thoughtless - not of things she says, but of what she
contributes on her end of the relationship and the kind of selfishness that isn't malicious but simply
careless. She also says “yes” too much, and given her proclivity for meeting as many people as possible
and jumping at any opportunity to learn a new skill, this stretches her very thin - a behavior that can only
lead to stress, disappointment, and incredible frustration on her part and possibly others'.

History

Yamamoto Narahiko was born in YE 38.

Created by the Star Army of Yamatai, Narahiko has been alive for nearly four months. With socialization
and basic training finished, Narahiko has chosen to go without a specialty until she has more experience.
She scored high in her aptitude for starship operations, but also excelled in personal combat training.
Lacking any particular specialization, she has requested a billet in a starship where she can operate as a
simple infantryman with potential to specialize according to the needs of the ship.

Social Connections

Yamamoto Narahiko is connected to: She typically considers the group of Nekovalkyrja born with her her
immediate sisters, older Nekovalkyrja as cousins or older sisters, and crew members as immediate
family.
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Skills Learned

Communications

Communicate using two-way radio professionally and efficiently, including thorough knowledge of the 7-
line medical request. Narahiko is fluent in Yamataigo, Nepleslian (Trade), and Seraphim as they are
common languages within the Empire and its significant neighbors.

Star Army Common Skills

Fighting, Technology Operation, Mathematics. As a Star Army soldier, Narahiko has been programmed to
be familiar with all common Star Army equipment within Yamatai that pertain to her role, as well as
proficiency in ranged and hand-to-hand combat. She is also familiar with each readiness condition and
emergency procedures including damage control. The regulations and common SOPs of the Star Army
are also remembered.

Starship Operations

Narahiko has passable knowledge of how to operate starships, being a Nekovalkyrja built with the SPINE
interface. She can perform only basic combat maneuvers, and relies heavily on the starship's equipment
and programming to fire accurately.

Cooking

Due to a small stint as the so-called “kitchen-police” Narahiko gained an interest in cooking. As short-
lived as she is, she has not yet developed this skill greatly, but she is very happy to experiment. Lately,
these experiments have ended well more often than not.

Inventory & Finance

Yamamoto Narahiko has the following items:

Star Army Standard Issue Items She has no personal effects as yet.

OOC Information

In the case Villainouskangaroo becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
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Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES
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